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What’s
happening?
The requirements

Immediate action points

In-scope firms are required to deliver and receive initial
margin in relation to their uncleared OTC derivatives
transactions and to make arrangements for the segregation
of that margin. Initial margin is intended to protect parties
against future adverse movements in the value of their
derivatives transactions.
The amount of initial margin to be delivered must be
determined using a regulatory compliant calculation
methodology. The methodology used may be either:
– a grid methodology – a methodology based on the
standardized schedules published in the applicable
uncleared margin rules

– an internal model – a methodology developed by a
counterparty or a third party agent (such as ISDA)
Those accustomed to the variation margin requirements,
should note that there are a number of material differences
between the regulatory requirements for variation margin
and initial margin. For example, unlike variation margin,
which is a one-directional payment, regulatory initial
margin is a two-way gross payment with liquidity and
funding implications. Due to these differences, if you are
in-scope, it is likely that material operational
enhancements will be required in order to comply with the
initial margin requirements.

Whether or not you are within the scope of the initial
margin requirements is determined with reference to the
average notional amount of the non-centrally cleared
OTC derivatives transactions (calculated at group level)
that were outstanding on the latest business day of March,
April and May of the preceding year (the “AANA”). All
non-centrally cleared OTC derivatives transactions are
included for this purpose, including intragroup
transactions. The requirements have been staged in over
six phases.

The requirements already apply to the most active
participants in the derivatives market which were subject
to the requirements during phases one to four. The initial
margin requirements will be implemented in stages to
apply to most of the buy-side of the market in phases five
and six. The ANNA threshold for these phases is set out
below.

Implementation date

Phase 6

€8 billion

US$50 billion
1

All

You might seek to reduce your average notional amount
for the purposes of the AANA calculation across the
assessment periods in order to push back the applicable
compliance deadline.

Custodial relationships

Phase
€50 billion

You should disclose if you are likely to be in-scope of the
initial margin requirements to your counterparties now.
This disclosure can either take place by way of the
standard ISDA Regulatory Margin Self Disclosure Letter or
by less formal discussions with counterparties.
This disclosure should where possible take place 12 to 18
months prior to the relevant implementation date to allow
sufficient time to establish the necessary arrangements.

Application

Phase 5

Establishing arrangements for the delivery and receipt of
initial margin is more time consuming and the
documentation involved is more complex and more
heavily negotiated than was the case with variation
margin. Therefore, if you are in-scope you should identify
whether you will be subject to the initial margin
requirements and, if so, the likely applicable
implementation date as soon as possible.

C$ 50 billion

CHF 50 billion

1 September 2020

C$ 12 billion

CHF 8 billion

1 September 2021

If you have not utilized custodians previously, or you are
expanding your custodial relationships to accommodate
the new requirements, you will need to set up
infrastructure pipelines with custodians or central
securities depositaries to communicate collateral
exchange and status.

Documentation
The precise documentation that is required will depend
upon the law that is chosen to govern the security
arrangements, the custodian or central securities
depositary selected by the parties and the location of the
collateral assets.
ISDA has published a standard suite of documentation that
can be used. The documentation will include a security
document (such as the ISDA 2018 Credit Support Deed for
Initial Margin (IM) (English Law) and the ISDA 2018 Credit
Support Annex for Initial Margin (IM) (New York Law)) and,
usually, an account control agreement.
Each of the custodians and central securities depositaries
that provide collateral services to support initial margin will
have a preferred form of account control agreement
which may differ depending upon the types of entity
involved and the relevant jurisdiction.
Parties may decide to handle the process through a
documentation platform. Platforms are available in the
market that are intended to allow parties to negotiate
agreements more efficiently. It is not yet clear whether
these platforms will be widely used by firms and the use of
a platform alone will not be sufficient. Parties may wish to
develop playbooks and/or template documentation to
assist with negotiations.

Managed accounts
Particular considerations will apply to multi-managed
accounts. As the requirements will apply at entity level,
they may necessitate co-operation and data sharing
across data managers. This might cause added complexity
to the arrangements.

1 Note that (a) non-financial commercial end users hedging commercial risk and (b) financial end users who do not have a ‘material swaps exposure’ (i.e. an AANA below the $8 billion threshold) are excluded.
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Creating a solution
that works for you

Scoping your
regulatory obligations

The technical experience of our global derivatives practice in
delivering large scale regulatory implementation projects means
that we are ideally placed to work with you to scope and, deliver,
legal and compliance solutions that will enable you to fulfil your
regulatory obligations. We also offer a combined legal and
consulting solution that maximizes cost efficiency through flexibility.

We frequently work with clients to determine the extent to which
the initial margin requirements apply to them. Our global
Derivatives team can offer dedicated support to analyze trading
data to provide a definitive view as to whether you are required to
comply with the initial margin requirements.

Our global Derivatives team has been advising clients
regarding the initial margin requirements since the
requirements were first introduced. As a buy-side
focused derivatives practice, we have a deep
understanding of the requirements of buy-side entities
including insurance companies, pension schemes.

Members of our global derivatives practice have been
active participants in industry working groups in
relation to the new regulations including the ISDA
Working Group on Margin Requirements (WGMR).

We have set out a typical steps plan the clients follow in order to comply with the initial margin requirements.

We have worked with clients to scope the requirements
and to develop standardized initial margin
documentation. We can also produce a formal review
of the enforceability of the collateral arrangements if
required under the relevant margin regime.

6

Step 1: Data collation

Step 2: Data interrogation

Step 3: Regulatory analysis

The first step of the process will
involve discussions with you in
order to collate relevant data.

We can use the data collated in Step
1 in order to establish the relevant
margin regime governing the
derivative positions and establish
whether the positions fall within a
class of derivative transaction that is
in-scope for that regime. This will
provide you with a global view of its
in scope transactions.

Using the information from Steps 1
and 2, we can provide a definitive
view as to whether the initial margin
requirements apply to you. If
applicable, our derivatives lawyers
would also offer initial advice in
relation to key points that you should
consider in implementing measures
to comply with the requirements,
including in relation to calculation
methodologies, margin eligibility
requirements and cross-border
application of the various margin
regimes.
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Possible lobbying activity
The initial margin requirements present serious logistical
challenges for certain counterparties. As such, a number of
industry bodies, including the International Swaps and
Derivatives Association (ISDA), the Securities Industry and
Financial Markets Association (SIFMA), the American
Bankers Association (ABA), the Global Foreign Exchange
Division (GFXD) of the Global Financial Markets Association
(GFMA) and the Institute of International Bankers (IIB) have
made a number of targeted recommendations for the
recalibration of the margin requirements. These
recommendations are for regulators to mitigate the
negative impacts certain market participants may face as a
result of implementation of the requirements. These
recommendations include raising the gross notional
threshold over which the initial margin requirements will
be triggered and exempt non-dealer counterparties from
prudential-style governance of initial margin models
(which are designed for bank capital standards).
We are a member of, and participate in, a range of industry
groups and are well placed to keep you informed of
industry developments. We can work with you to ensure
that any concerns that you have regarding the initial
margin requirements are raised (including in support of the
recommendations above), whether through our
membership of relevant industry bodies, or directly on
your behalf.
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Assurance over the completeness
of population of contracts
It is critical that a detailed and methodical approach is
taken to establishing the completeness of relevant
derivative contracts and the extraction of salient data.
Where necessary, we can hold discussions with relevant
stakeholders in your business to verify the completeness of
the types of systems used to record open contracts and
we will sample check the information in these systems to
underlying contracts. For transparency, the information we
collect will be recorded online in our Collaborate system
(see page 10).

A global approach
The scope of the volume related threshold for the initial
margin requirements covers the trading positions of not
only the relevant entity, but also members of its group, on
a global basis. The global presence of our derivatives
practice in all of the main derivatives markets means that
we are ideally placed to work collaboratively with your
local teams and deliver local advice where needed.
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Collaboration
using technology
Our global client extranet is called ‘Collaborate’. Accessible on
PCs, mobile phones and everything in-between, Collaborate is a
platform that allows us to provide constant access to documents,
tools and management information to your team anywhere in
the world (or, if you prefer, from specific locations).
At its core, Collaborate provides smart cloud storage.
We provide a secure storage facility for legal
agreements, travelling drafts and ancillary documents.
Collaborate’s features include:
– version control
– global searching (including scanned PDFs)
– electronic signature
Users can subscribe to particular folders or documents
of interest and receive email alerts when, for example,
new documents are added, a document is edited or
comments are added.
All of the content contained in Collaborate is
permissionable, meaning that different parts of your
business can be given access to different features. It
can be used as a data room and your counterparties
and their advisors can be given access to specific areas
or documents. At the end of negotiations, or after a set
interval, the team can download a complete and
organized bible of all documents.
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We also use Collaborate to store template collateral
documentation that we maintain for our clients. We
take a client-centric approach to these templates.
Consistency and automatic referencing are used.
Collaborate can be used to implement document
automation, to allow ISDA collateral documentation
and custodial agreements to be generated and
populated automatically using templates in a matter of
seconds, reducing time spent and the potential for
human error.
For project and volume work, we also use a task tracker
which allows tasks to be assigned to specified
individuals with built-in priority ratings and work stream
management. This also allows us to generate a live
Gant chart showing multiple dependencies. Your
personnel are able to hone in on their own tasks and
those they have allocated to Eversheds Sutherland.
We can also build a data-rich management information
dashboard which provides graphical snapshots of the
legal terms agreed with your counterparty.
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An ideal team for large scale
documentation projects

Matching
your needs

We support clients that are in-scope of the initial margin
requirements to negotiate their initial margin documentation.
We have the technical skills and extensive experience to deliver
comprehensive and cost effective support in relation to initial
margin documentation projects.

Our experience with
collateral documentation
Although our global Derivatives team advises both the buy-side
and the sell-side of the market, our primary focus is on the
buy-side of the market. Our buy-side clients include insurance
companies, pension schemes, retail banks and investment funds.
Our participation in a number of industry bodies means that we
are at the forefront of the latest legal and regulatory
developments and are up to speed with any legal updates to
relevant trading documents (including the ISDA Initial
Margin documentation).
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Vast buy-side
experience

Directly relevant
knowledge

The first step of the process will involve
discussions with you in order to collate
relevant data.

Our global Derivatives team has advised a
number of clients regarding the initial
margin requirements and is currently
working with buy-side firms to ensure that

Flexible, clientfocused solutions

Proven delivery
approach

The advice we provide to clients ranges
from discrete, ad hoc advice, to providing
clients with a managed service of
conducting thousands of negotiations

We take a pragmatic and commercial
approach and will deal with any queries or
concerns quickly and efficiently

As well as projects in relation initial margin, we have also
undertaken similar large scale documentation projects including
in relation to security collateral arrangements and in connection
with the implementation of the mandatory variation
margin requirements.

Our experience
Our specifically relevant experience includes:
Assisting clients with the negotiation and
execution of documentation for traded
products and related protocols, including
large-scale documentation implementation

Providing legal advice and assisting with the
implementation of regulations affecting
traded products

Advising a range of clients on, and negotiating,
security documents and account control
agreements, prime brokerage documentation
and master netting agreements

Designing and delivering technology enabled
managed services to process large client
outreach exercises

Reviewing and negotiating securities lending
agreements, derivatives contracts, clearing
documentation, repurchase agreements,
collateral and security agreements, and other
trading documentation
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Our approach to
documentation and
added value
An indicative approach for dealing with documentation
aspects of the implementing measures for clients that
are in-scope of the initial margin requirements is set out
below. We can however be flexible to deliver this project
in the way which best works for you.

1
We can develop a template ISDA 2018 Credit Support
Deed for Initial Margin (IM) (English Law) (“IM CSD”) and a
template account control agreement or, alternatively, a
preferred term sheet that can be used by you. This is likely
to be more efficient than reacting to the first set of
documents provided by your counterparties.

3
We can also offer training, summaries of the regulatory
requirements and potential documentation free of charge
as needed.
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2
In the event that you are considering negotiation of
documentation via a platform, we can arrange a
demonstration if that would be helpful. If this is something
that you intend to pursue, we are familiar with the main
platforms and would be pleased to support you using
that approach..

4
If you require support with executing your requirements
at scale, we could do this with you through a
managed service.
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Where local
meets global

Key
contacts

Konexo, a Division of
Eversheds Sutherland
Legal managed services
We work with you to a create, deliver and implement a range
of operations including strategy; documents, policies and
procedures; processes; legal technology transformation
(existing and new); and legal risk.

If you would like to talk to us about how we can support
you with your initial margin requirements, please contact:
Where can Konexo help you with
initial margin regulations?
Expert legal
advice

We have access to the latest technology and processes and
can provide you with efficient delivery, high-quality output,
risk management, and detailed management information.
Our proven track record includes over 75 consulting projects
with in-house legal teams, and we have worked with client
teams across Europe, Asia, Middle East and North America.

Legal resourcing
Whether it’s experienced lawyers to advise on the latest
legal, regulatory or market developments, or more junior
teams to deal with high-volume work, our legal resourcing
team can support you.
Highly flexible, our candidates will work on your premises,
remotely from home or at an Eversheds Sutherland office,
full or part-time, or even for a number of hours, allowing
you to implement resources exactly where and when you
need them.

Why Konexo?
Technology-enabled managed service
capability covering data extraction, client
outreach and repapering
Experienced management consultants and
financial services regulatory consultants
Robotics and legal fintech advisory
Interim resources across the initial margin spectrum
including lawyers, paralegals and legal
operational staff

Service
design and
oversight

Technology
enabled
managed
service

We will work with you to create an inventory and identify the
scope of your in-scope transactions. The Konexo team has
a deep knowledge of financial products, industry protocols
and ultra-high complexity documentation solutions. We
offer bespoke designed managed services, with input into
playbook, management information and control framework.
We understand client-specific scenarios. Collating data, we
will calibrate technology, define quality assurance, set our
suggested staffing profile and robotics support to build,
operate, and oversee the managed service and define
quality assurance routines. This will provide you with a
global view of your in-scope transactions.
Technology is at the forefront of our support. We will
extract data by scanning OCR physical docs, extract data
to an agreed data model, automate quality and accuracy
checks, and implement independent QA and transmission
to system of record.
We provide client outreach support, helping you provide
accurate guidance, such as client communication and
education, protocol process, negotiated protocol/
addendum, terms of business update and full
bilateral negotiation.

Team
Our team of financial services regulatory consultants work
with clients on a range of governance, risk and compliance
mandates. This includes working with clients on regulatory
change, conduct issues, governance and SMCR, systems
and controls, past business reviews and remediation
projects. We are one of a very few law firms on the skilled
persons panel in the UK (we are on four panels – conduct
of business; governance and individual accountability;
financial crime; and CASS).

Brett Aubin
Head of Regulatory Response
T: +44 207 919 4803
E: davidsaunders@konexoglobal.com

United Kingdom

United States

Jonathan Master
Partner

James Cain
Partner

T: +44 20 7919 0504
jonathanmaster@
eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +1 202 383 0180
jamescain@
eversheds-sutherland.com

Richard Batchelor
Partner

Meltem Kodaman
Partner

T: +44 20 7919 0996
richardbatchelor@
eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +1 202383 0674
meltemkodaman@
eversheds-sutherland.com

Paul Denham
Senior Associate

Ray Ramirez
Counsel

T: +44 20 7919 0970
pauldenham@
eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +1 202 383 0868
rayramirez@
eversheds-sutherland.com

Jamie Dunlop
Principal Associate

Hong Kong
Kingsley Ong
Partner

T: +44 20 7919 4923
jamiedunlop@
eversheds-sutherland.com

Grace Li
Associate
T: +44 20 7919 4916
graceli@
eversheds-sutherland.com

T: +852 2186 3239
kingsleyong@
eversheds-sutherland.com

Ireland
Deborah Hutton
Partner
T: +353 1 6644 273
deborahhutton@
eversheds-sutherland.ie
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